Bluebird District Installment

By: Camille Davis
Summary of the Project

The bluebird district project will take place on colfax and the bluebird district, starting right by east high school. It will be art combined with 20 submitted Haikus and stretch from the school to the bluebird theatre.
Bird design

A repeating pattern of three birds flying east, since the installment starts at east high school and ends near the bluebird theatre. The birds are made of three layers of blue, white and black paint.
Stencils

The birds will be made up of three stencils, the first general shape done in blue, then the details on the wings done in white, and lastly the outline and small details done in black. All of the stencils have crosses in the corners so they can be correctly lined up with each other. The third stencil is modified slightly from the original design so it could work as a stencil.
Each installment will have two haikus in these two different styles. The first style to the right will be a white square with haiku in black writing in the font elephant. All the letters in this style will also be capitalized. The other style to the left will be done with white writing in the font baskerville old face on top of a black square. All the writing will also be in lowercase for this style.
One installment will be seven sidewalk squares long and have two haikus. They will all be done in the pattern shown to the left and will mostly be on the bottom squares on the double sidewalk as not to block off foot traffic from the area while the installment is being painted. This will also lessen the amount of permits needed for this project.